INTRODUCTION
In 1974, Peter Doherty and Rolf Zinkernagel published a landmark article in Nature [1] that described the ability of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV)-specific cytotoxic T cells to lyse LCMV-infected, 51 Cr-labeled target cells if the target cells shared class I major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules with these T cells. Surprisingly, infected and labeled target cells with disparate class I MHC molecules were not lysed. This phenomenon, which came to be known as "MHC restriction," was a major advance in our understanding of the way in which T cells recognize antigen and was ultimately the basis for the awarding of the 1996 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine to Peter Doherty and Rolf Zinkernagel. Readers interested in more information on Dr. Doherty or on MHC restriction are referred to the relevant pages of the Nobel Prize website [2] .
of the years following the discovery of MHC restriction is that communication among investigators was not made especially problematic. However, it did take time for individuals in fields outside of immunology to understand MHC restriction and the implications of this phenomenon.
PD
The division within the field was very much into the "1-receptor" vs "2-receptor" camps. Outside the field many physicians, for example, have always (until the new immunotherapies) regarded immunology as intellectually difficult. And CD8+ T cells in the clinical mind (at least) were "suppressors."
Interpretation of Description of MHC Restriction of CTL in Nature Article

NG
In your initial paper of 1974 [1] , Rolf and you demonstrate that using 3 different inbred strains with distinct H-2 haplotypes, T cells are cytotoxic only to infected target cells that display surface class I molecules shared with those T cells. The simple interpretation is that CTL can only recognize viral antigen (in some form, later shown to be a peptide) in association (in some sense) with self MHC.
However, had you tested the CTL you generated in mice of 1 of the 3 H-2 haplotypes represented in your initial experiments against infected target cells from dozens of H-2 haplotypes and displaying in some cases class I molecules differing from self MHC class I molecules at only 1 or 2 amino acids, cytotoxicity against targets with nonself H-2 molecules would likely have been observed. Results of this sort have been obtained with human CTL and human target cells displaying the relevant nominal antigen. Are you receptive to the notion that MHC restriction is less than absolute, as it is typically presented?
PD
Nothing is absolute. At that time many HLA types (in particular) were very poorly defined. In any case, the point doesn't matter. The importance of the whole thing was in showing that anti-viral (or anti-cancer etc) CTLs are focused onto the cell surface via the MHC. The discrimination between K b and K bm1 was a key finding.
NG
In the context of organ and hematopoietic cell transplants, the ability of self-MHC-restricted T cells to also respond to allogeneic MHC molecules is of high clinical significance. That such reactivity was not selected for over evolutionary history is worth noting, but in the medical arena the brute fact of such consequential cross-reactivity cannot be ignored.
PD
Sure, it's a medical problem, but is a solution likely to come from focusing on this issue? How would you take it forward, either conceptually or practically? NG Specifically, would you accept a slight re-statement of MHC restriction such as the following: T cells recognize nominal (eg, viral) antigen in association with self MHC molecules (of the appropriate class) and a subset of nonself molecules of the same class that are highly similar to self MHC molecules in primary structure? This perspective suggests that MHC restriction is ultimately best viewed as probabilistic because recognition by T-cell receptors (TCR), like antibodies, cannot be absolutely specific. Consequently, a single TCR may be able to recognize a particular peptide in association with a particular self MHC molecule and 1 or more MHC molecules with at least 1 difference in amino acid sequence from the corresponding self molecule.
Sure, no problem. What's important is what the data shows. This is science, not religious dogma.
NG
What the data showed for Berenice Kindred and D.C. Shreffler (1972) [5] or David Katz and Baruj Benacerraf (as early as 1973) [6] was insufficient for them to make the inferences that Rolf and you made. Are you accepting of the view that the conceptual framework you and Rolf used in interpreting your data made a difference in what conclusions you drew?
PD
As I recall, I don't think Kindred and Shreffler concluded anything much and I know, for a fact, that (in 1975 at least) Don Shreffler (who was a good guy) thought our ideas were crazy. Katz and Benacerraf had come to some very premature conclusions regarding the "Ir gene products" (they thought they were the TCRs) that led them down the wrong path. César Milstein called them on this, but it was only when Benacerraf heard me talk in Boston, then saw our subsequent Nature and Lancet articles that he changed his mind. Katz stuck with their original idea.
We all work within a conceptual framework though, hopefully, we can have the insight to abandon it when it no longer has explanatory value. As experimentalists, the debate was around the "1-receptor/altered self" vs "2-receptor/physiologic recognition" idea. In 1 experiment, I thought we had some evidence for the latter (which was a problem), but it didn't hold up.
Immunology and Philosophy of Science
NG
Do you believe that at least some of the questions under consideration by philosophers of science are relevant to active biomedical experimentalists? PD I haven't really read much philosophy of science, apart from early contact with Karl Popper and Kuhn. My contact with philosophers over the years does make me think that they can help to focus thinking processes. A philosopher friend on the local scene has an active consultancy that involves introducing business executives to philosophical principles.
Picking up on your point about conceptual clarification, would you be amenable to the claim that conceptually minded immunologists have helped to clarify relevant ideas such as "epitope," "specificity," and "memory?"
PD
Not for me, but that likely reflects my limitations. Who were these "conceptual immunologists?" Mel Cohn was right to think in terms of 2 signals but otherwise was, I think, neither particularly helpful nor clear in his thinking.
The use of "epitope" is especially confused. My view is it should be the MHC-peptide (MHCp) complex, but many use it to refer to the peptide alone.
Specificity is being clarified by the structural biologists, but we also need to build avidity/ affinity into that.
To my mind, Rolf got into an untenable position by confounding "memory" and "protection." The whole effector memory T cells (TEM) central memory T cells (TCM) idea may have been useful for argument and for setting up as a "straw man" when writing papers, but it has often locked people into being too rigid in their thinking. Immunology has always provided a happy home for "splitters," but the idea of rigidly defined lineages based on cellsurface "marker" expression is often over-interpreted, though whole careers can be built on it.
NG
What roles do you see for experiment, formal theory, and conceptualization in experimental immunology? Do you agree that your published studies on MHC restriction were more consequential than other studies that were published just before, roughly contemporaneously, or just after yours and generated similar data because the conceptual framework that Rolf and you formulated yielded more profound implications, such as potentially accounting for MHC allelic diversity?
PD
Our discovery was clearly accidental, and we managed to think that through to some useful conclusions. Part of the advantage we had over others working with, say, the MHC II molecules was that we had a better assay and, though the results in those early papers may not look all that spectacular now, the data were much clearer.
Attributing Credit for Advances in Scientific Understanding
NG
In 1995, after you won the Lasker Basic Medical Research Award [7] , I congratulated you and expressed the view that you and Rolf deserved the recognition associated with a Nobel Prize despite my concerns about the limitations of such awards. What are your thoughts about your contribution, with Rolf, to elucidating the nature of antigen recognition by T cells versus the contributions of those such as Kindred and Shreffler [5] , Katz and Benacerraf [6] , Michael Bevan [8] , Gene Shearer [9] , and Ethan Shevach and Alan Rosenthal? [10] PD Mike Bevan came later. Gene Shearer was closest to getting it right, I forget what Kindred and Shreffler did, and the others all misinterpreted. Katz and Benacerraf were arguing that the "Ir genes" were some sort of T-cell receptor. Milstein called them on this and pointed out that they had absolutely no evidence, but they still persisted with the argument.
I appreciate your comments on the superior directness and therefore clarity of the cytotoxicity assay versus the assays used for the studies involving the sharing of class II MHC antigens (alleles) between T cells and B cells as a requirement for robust T-celldependent antibody production. In addition, perhaps because you were working with a virus, an actual pathogen versus haptens or other model antigens in the somewhat related studies by others, would you agree that your insight to connect your results to evolutionary arguments was critical in achieving the high impact of your findings?
PD
Yes. My thinking has been driven by thinking in terms of what Burnet described as "teleological Darwinism." I was also helped by the fact that I'd not been heavily exposed to much of the then current thinking, and jargon, of immunology.
NG
Do you believe the Nobel Prizes in science have a net positive impact on science as currently operated, or do you believe that there are modifications that could be implemented, in principle, for these or other awards that would better reflect the complexity of the origins of discoveries and/or be ultimately better for the advancement of basic research? PD They provide some broad publicity for science and, in some cases, some outstanding spokesmen and activists, for example, Rich Roberts and Steven Chu. There are also a lot of other big science prizes, so it's not as though they are exclusive.
Relevance of Evolutionary Ideas to the Impact of the Discovery of MHC Restriction
NG
The experiments performed by Rolf and you on MHC restriction are widely regarded as the most critical in establishing the concept. What role do you believe is played in that assessment by your hypothesis that MHC restriction could provide an evolutionary explanation for the extraordinary allelic diversity at class I (and class II MHC) loci? PD I don't know but, in my "lay" book Their Fate is Our Fate I highlight the evidence from the chicken (has only 1 MHC I locus) supporting that view.
At the point when you put forth the hypothesis that MHC restriction could favor allelic heterozygosity at MHC class I loci how much had you studied evolutionary mechanisms? 
PD
If an interpretation makes sense in terms of evolution and selective advantage, there is some possibility that it may be useful.
Reconciling MHC restriction and Potent T-Cell-Mediated Alloimmunity
NG
The citation for Lasker Basic Medical Research Award [11] suggests that MHC restriction helped to explain the alloimmune response mounted by T cells against allogeneic tissues. However, one could argue that it is not obvious how to reconcile MHC restriction with alloimmunity. Did you think about this issue in the immediate aftermath of your discovery in 1974? PD I think you raised the issue of cross-reactivity above, which is where I lost interest in the question.
Why does the phenomenon of cross-reactivity extinguish your interest?
PD
We thought about it a lot early on, then there were some demonstrations of "dual" (self+x and allo) reactivity (Michael J. Bevan, Thomas J. Braciale). After that, I lost interest for a time, though I think useful insights will come from the structural biologists as they press on with analyzing TCR/MHCp "microanatomy." NG Do you currently have a preferred means for accounting for MHC restriction and the relatively high potency of T-cell responses to alloantigens?
Expect that we will get better insights from systematic TCR/MHCp co-crystal analysis using mutated MHCs and substituted peptides. I just think of it as the "micro-anatomy of surfacesurface interactions."
Viral Immunology
NG
Do you believe there are a small number of specific principles applicable to viral immunology that can be concisely delineated?
PD
Apart from the obvious facts regarding TCR and Ig recognition, the roles of cytokines, chemokines, etc make this very complex. 
NG
Do you care to offer any thoughts about the likelihood that biomedical scientists will ultimately be successful in producing a successful vaccine for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)?
PD
We can hope, but I can't see how this can work. The "cross-reactive Ig epitope" approach does not seem to have delivered. Problem is that any HIV vaccine has to deliver "sterilizing immunity."
NG
Are you anticipating eventual success in formulating a universal influenza virus vaccine?
PD
More likely than with HIV. A flu vaccine only has to deliver partial protection that shortens the course of the infection and diminishes the degree of damage.
NG
What are your thoughts about the eventual success of efforts to exploit immunological cells and molecules to implement a cure of HIV infection by eliminating the latent reservoir of infected cells?
PD
The problem here is to flush out all the cells carrying HIV DNA. Hard to see how that will be possible.
NG
In light of the relatively recent development of highly effective chemotherapeutic agents for hepatitis C virus (HCV), do you believe it is still sensible to invest the funds necessary to pursue a vaccine for HCV? PD I would not make it a priority.
